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great size and greenery in every Ethiopian village. Its
long red sprays,, symbol of complete evacuation, dangle
over nearly every Ethiopian landowner's hut.
So extensive and continuous is it in its operation that the
happy patient can lie abed for days, refusing to go to the
front, and at the same time evading unwelcome visitors
with the simple statement, uttered sonorously through the
soundboard of a servant: " His honour has taken medicine."
Refuge of the shirker, sure bastion from the bore, kosso
eased many social contacts and lubricated the Ethiopian
engine in more ways than one.
I allowed my servants kosso only once a month.
Living in this atmosphere of primitive calm, disturbed
but occasionally by the fruit of the national tree, the
Ethiopian was nevertheless the most advanced of the
African race. His manners were, to the full degree of the
words, spontaneous and perfect: the most formal acts of
courtesy seemed to be done with enthusiasm. It may have
been the tenth time in the day that he dismounted from
his mule to kiss a friend four times consecutively in the street,
but he still did it with a look of acute pleasure in his eye.
Chiefs in the country, wives of my friends, even chance
acquaintances were invariably hospitable to me. I was
immediately seated in the most comfortable chair, which
would be ulphostered in Armenian plush, and presented
with coffee, whatever the hour. If coffee was rejected,
something else was offered ; in the end I had to open my
mouth and let It pass.
For sign that I was really welcome and would be
considered a friend until I proved myself the contrary,
food was put into my mouth by the hand of my host. This
amicable form of forcible feeding was often accompanied
by a hearty slap between the shoulders, inviting me to drink
as its owner had drunken.
All Ethiopians eat, and the rich very delicately, with the
hands. They wash them between courses with water
poured out of a ewer. Ewer seems an artistic word to use
for a country not so poor as to depend upon its own pottery,
nor rich enough to import the plate of a city company. In
short, they poured the water out of a glorified coffee
pot.

